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The joint distribution of the sufficient statistics associated with a strictiy stationary O-1 time 
series can be found by counting the number of U-l sequences which have the same likelihood the 
later being specified by the sufficient statistics. The case when the O-l sequence is Markovian IS 
discussed. Explicit solution is given when the series is generated by a second order Markov 
plYXX% 
1. Introduction 
Let x1, X?, . . . ) Xn be a strictly stationary time series such that 
I 
1, with probability p , 
xi = 
*- f- 1 r..., ?A 
0, with probability I- p 
and d&ne the seven quantites 
If &he scrips is made af independent BernoulJt trials then the on Y parameter in the 
distribution of the X, is p and its likelihocd function depends on the obser-vations 
only through S. ltn this case we denote the I k&hood function by I_. (p ; s) and by t 
fa:ctarizatirpn theorem then S is a sufficie~ it statistic for p. Evidently 
P(S = s) = (;) L(p;s), $1) 
where C) is the number uf G-t sequences fclr which S = S. Let US 
step fu~h~r. Su the series is 
2x5 
, 
iVvgti B. i&&m 
in addition to p associated with the series is AI = P(X, = 11 .Xr-, = 1) and sufficient 
statistics [3] for the pair (p, A,) are S, Rt, T. That is, the likelihood function depends 
on the ob!;ervations only through s, rl, t. Denote the likelihood function by 
L I@, A,; S, rl, t). Therefore each O-l time series for which s, t), t are fixed has the 
same hkelihood. It follows that 
P(S = s,R, = li, T = t) = ( # of O-1 sequences that yield s,, VI, t) X L(p, A,; s, rl, t). 
with the convention (I:) = 2. (1.2) was derived in [3] where also L is given. 
Now suppose the series has a longer memory and that it is generated by a 
stationary second order Markov process. In this case the four parameters associated 
with the series are p, Al, hZ = P(X, = 11 Xi-2 = 1) and g = 
P(Xi = 11 Xi--, = 1, Xi-2 = 1). Recently it has been shown in [2] that the likelihood 
function depends on the observations only throi;gh s, tl, r2, C, t, u, v, and an expres- 
sion is given for this likelihood while determining the order of an autoregressive 
stationaql process. Define M,, by 
Ma (5. tn, f2, G t, u, v) = # of O-1 sequences for which S = s, R1 = rr,. . . , V = v 
whence 
P(S = s, R, = tl, Rt =T*,C=C,T=t,U=u,V~=v)= (1 3) . 
:= M, 0 L(p, A,, A2, p ; 1% r1, r2Z, C, 6 4 V)+ 
The purpose of this paper is to derive M,,. If M, is known then the joint 
distribution {If any subset of (S, RI,. , . , V) can be found by summing (1.3) over the 
remaining v; uiables. 
2. Pretiminaries 
In this section we set out our terminology and state some relations. 
De&&ion 2” 1. Each maximal subsequence of symbols of like kind is called a ce& 
Thus we lee: two kinds of cells, cells formed by o’s and those formed by 2’s. For 
shoti we write i-cell to mean a cell formed by i’s, i = 0,2. 
Ddhith :2,:2. An extreme i-cell is either the first or the last cell when containing 
exactly one symbof i, i = 0,2. 
Define t :tnd z1 as folIows: t = number of O-cells between fir?it and last 1, and 
21 = urnbe* of O-cells between first and last 1 which contain exactly one 0. 
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Example 2.3. Consider the sequence 
Were FZ = 23, s = 12, PI = 5, fa = 5, c = 2, t = 1, u = 2, v = 1, z = 6, 2, = 3. There is 
only one extreme cell and it is a O-cell. Altogether there are seven O-cells and 
seven 1 -cells. 
The following relations can be easiiy verified. 
2 “s-f I- 1, (2.1) 
21 = Jr?- c, (2.2) 
Number of I-cells which contain two or more t’s = s - (C + 2 + 2) -t 1, (2.3) 
Number of extreme l-cells = t - u. (2.4) 
Number of extreme O-cells = u - U. (2.5) 
3, Derivation of M, 
Define a function 4 of the three variables Z, U, v by 
i 
1, if (t, u, v) E 
f 
(L&2), (1 ,2,1),(2,L l),(l, l,l),(L LO) 
&(k K 0) = 
(2,R O), (1 , 0, O), (092, I)), (0, 1, O), (0, O,(I) i 
I 0, otherwise. 
Place t l’s in the first and last position of the sequence and then u l’s in the two 
neighboring positions so that v is preserved in 
4Mwo (ma&,)(maxy) (3.1) 
ways. Now place the 0’s. By (2.5) therz are z1 + (u - v) O-cells which contain exactly 
one 0. Place 2.4 - o Q’s in the u - v extreme O-cells in one way. Next select z, O-cells 
between the first and last 1 and put one 0 in each of them in (ZJ = (‘,;‘!;I) ways. The 
remaining 2 +(2- t)-rl--(u - v) O-cells contain at least two 0’s. So put one 0 in 
each of these remaining O-ceils in one way and then distribute the rest of the O’s in 
these O-cells so that *‘Non of which is empty” f4, p. 923 in (,Ir,,~~~~::+!;-t,i,.) ways. 
Hence, the O’s can be placed in 
(3.2) 
ways. 
NOW distribute the remaining s -’ t - u 1’s. Put one I in every empty l-cell in one 
way and nc-tte that there are now exactly t’ celts which contain exactly two 1‘s. By 
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(2.4) there sue t - v extreme f-cells to which no 1 can be added since u and v 
change. So put an additional 1 in each of s - (c + 2 + z) + 1 - v I-c:ells chosen from 
I + 1 - (2 - tr) - v l-cells in (.-~+.$-L1 ) =(f;-‘:-‘u) ways. There zre now exactly 
s - (c =t 2 + I! ) + 1 cells with two 1’s. Therefore there are c left 1’s which we now 
distribute in ;:hese s - (c + 2 + z) -i- 1 (Allow “empty” cells) in (,;*-‘) = (‘L-*) way!;. 
Whence the ‘iflumber of ways of placing the remaining s - t - u l’s is: 
Finally (3. Q43.3) yield 
Theorem 3.L The total number of U-1 sequences of size n which satisfy the 
conditions S ::= s, R I = I], R2 = r2, C = c, T = t, U = u, V = v, is 
Mm (5, II, IP2, c, 4 4 v) = 4fG 4 tf) (ma:f, JmaxF “‘>(” ,Z ‘) 
X 
( 
??-2S-l-rI+t-2 
S - II -r2+c _t_u+v)(r~~~~~)(r1~1)~‘3’4’ 
with the convention (I:) = 1. 
It is interefsting to note: that the :ame problem with the same conditions but with 
the exclusion of V = v is more difficult due to a more complex behavior at the two 
ends of the sequences. The impostiion of the seventh condition simplifies matters. 
Furthermore, if only the first five conditions are taken into account hen in the same 
way it can bc shown that the corresponding number of O-1 sequences is 
( 1 t), is - rl -- ‘k ( n - 2s + rl hi r2 -- c’ ) \s - r1 - r2 + c - t )(:T:)(“; ‘) l 
The extenwion off :he above to the general case when a general 04 stationary 
time series is under consideration is not so obvious. If all that is known &out the 
O-1 time seric!; is that it was generated by a strictly stationary process then still it is 
possible to fmd the sufficient statistics through which the likelihood function 
depends on be data and to enumerate those sequences which give rise to specific 
values of the su,%cient statistics thus obtaining their joint distribution. However 
such an endeavor is of little practical value as we now show. The joint disttibution 
of the series is given by 
O- I staticmary time .wries 2#9 
I Y 
I? x, = 1 
I, = 
1 - yi, Xi = 0 
and the second product extends over all the 2’ different 0-l i-tup‘les (x,, X, ,, . . . , xl). 
It is seen that in the general case as n increases also the number of parameters 
increases so that if an estimation probiem is involved little information can be 
obtained from (4.1) when interpreted as the likelihood function of these param- 
eters. Only in the case when the number of parameters i  independent of PE, i.e. fixed 
‘whatever n, that (4.1) sheds light on the behavior of the rele~~ant parameters. This is 
so, for example, in the case of independence or in the case of Markov dependence. 
Other important special cases are certain linear learning models [ 11 which are 
character&d by only 4 parameters regardless of the series size n. 
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